Communism’s new face in the United States of America.
Whom can we trusts?

Obama Barack

Obama advocates an “active” rather than a “passive” program to achieve a classless society through the removal of economic disparities between black Africans and Asian and Europeans. "While we welcome the idea of a prevention [of class problems], we should try to cure what has slipped in... we need to eliminate power structures that have been built through excessive accumulation so that not only a few individuals shall control a vast magnitude of resources as is the case now... so long as we maintain free enterprise one cannot deny that some will accumulate more than others.

Hillary Clinton

"We're going to take things away from you on behalf of the common good."

Citizens of this once proud nation! Under the blatant and suppressive presidential administration we have been sitting here. While the men and women who are dying for so-called democracy in truth it is for money, oil and for the current leaders of the so-called free world. Who are blindly following their Jewish masters. Our nations well-being is neglected in the pursuit of the international political correctness and the world banks of monetary funding. Which is overseen by the Jews from other countries. How could a once great nation. Who was lead into a bloody war against fellow brothers and sisters of European blood and culture. And today in the 21st century Israel and with the help of international

Continued over page.
Jewry and with every presidential administration over the past 35 years have exploited every state and city, and racial ethnicities cover the true plan of total collapse of the American economy and replaced it with Jewish loans which creates social classes similar to the defunct Soviet Union.

The regime in office has never truly concerned itself with the problems of this nation. On September 11th 2001 the war profiteering Israel and the globalize bumbling so-called President was informed while attending an elementary school visit sat there and did nothing. Now in the past six years long, bloody and agonizing years. The armed forces have been prodded and lied to as well as the citizens of this eroding nation. Mean while on Capitol Hill, the House of Representatives and Congress are divided and now all of a sudden are urging for withdrawal. What is their true intention? El President Bush with his failing administration are grasping at straws and repeating their propaganda of staying the course. Which involves our white men and women who are giving their lives in vain for nothing. The answer to all of this is simple! While the armed forces are being exhausted and losing they’re morale, and loathe such betrayal by its very own government. While you! The citizens are forced out of your homes and jobs because of the lack of work. The second part is also during this so-called “war on terror” is being dragged out to other countries exhausting our military resources beyond their limitations. Mean while our borders that are not fully secured from illegal aliens nor from the threat of international communist based globalization that only benefits the Jews in America and in other countries as well, but mainly Israel.

The current administration has also betrayed those who fought against communism from Korea to Vietnam and many other operations. China a country that is a strong hold for the communist ideals and billions that support the dead weight of their oppressive and staunch communist ideology have been taking industrial jobs from America. President Bush and the current system have allowed a hard line communist country export to us goods that in recent times have been defective and harmful to not only consumers but our children. Some may ask why would the American government allow this? Well again another simple answer; while America buys these imported communist tainted goods at cheap price as they are sending hundreds of billions of dollars worth of export to Israel every year besides that which is also exported to Israel by every state in the union.

In the end America will experience another October 1929 Great depression. The National Socialist Movement is working to stop the downfall of this nation. Many of the leftist liberals also have helped in their ways with the combination of Blacks, Jews, Hispanics, communists, and homosexuals have been able to destroy morality and sound judgment and the family unit. This nation has not only been corrupted, betrayed, and raped savagely by vast majority of ethnic minorities and those who are effortlessly stripping religion, social, culture, and pride with redundant shouts and cries for “diversity”. Meanwhile doing exactly what they have been taught by so called educational providers.

Why is it mandatory for European American students be forced to speak Spanish? Another question posed to you all is this, Why is European culture being erased and not fully taught? And also why is our European identity being constantly attacked and demonized?

And now we come to a full circle mainly all of American major publishing companies are either funded or Jewish ran or owned by Jews. Majority of all food products are Kosher and taxed outside of federal, state, taxes why do we pay Jews money for their religious practices and we are subjected to pay these overly taxed items. The Jews also use lies and guile to get their way in all aspects. Are we to be held and choked in this yolk of Jewry and oppression? Blacks, Jews, Hispanics, Homosexuals and many others play on the compassion of the European American race. How much longer can we allow ourselves be used and then in turn let all these ethnic minorities call for worldwide murder of our race from men, women, and children? We Need to face the reality that our children’s future and as well this very nation’s future is on the verge of total collapse. The National Socialist Movement does
want this to happen. Therefore we must emigrate those of non-European decent back to their homelands not only for them to have separation but for the safety for our children, Elderly, and the whole of this nation’s pride, the betterment of the economic, social stability for the future of our families of European decent.

Why must we continue to live a lie? **Communism** the threat to all European society!

**B.D.T.R.**

**MARX WAS WRONG**

---

**In Memory of Deputy Fuehrer Rudolf Hess**

(1894—1987)

We take this moment to honor Rudolf Hess, a man of peace, who on 10th May 1941 flew Scotland to negotiate a peace treaty with Great Britain. A treaty that would have saved millions of lives. Unfortunately he was betrayed by Churchill who refused to listen to him. He remained in prison for the rest of his life. During his years in Spanau Prison he suffered mental cruelty by the Soviets for many years. Even down to confiscating his reading glasses, and note pad which he wrote down his thoughts. He was found hanging in the Summer house in the prison in 1987 at the age of 93.

I call on all true National Socialists to remember this day.

10th May is Rudolf Hess Day. Always to be remembered. “A Man of Peace”.

---

**Donate Today**
Iraqi Rebel Weapons not Provided by Iran.

A recent news article reports “In a sharp reversal of its longstanding accusations against Iran arming militants in Iraq, the US military has made an unprecedented albeit quiet confession: the weapons they had recently found in Iraq were not made in Iran at all. According to a report by the LA Times correspondent Tina Susman in Baghdad: ‘A plan to show some alleged Iranian-supplied explosives to journalists last week in Karbala and then destroy them was cancelled after the United States realized none of them was from Iran. A U.S. military spokesman attributed the confusion to a misunderstanding that emerged after an Iraqi Army general in Karbala erroneously reported the items were of Iranian origin. When U.S. explosives experts went to investigate, they discovered they were not Iranian after all.’ The US, which until two weeks ago had never provided any proof for its allegations, finally handed over its ‘evidence’ of the Iranian origin of these weapons to the Iraqi government. Last week, an Iraqi delegation to Iran presented the US ‘evidence’ to Iranian officials. According to Al-Abadi, a parliament member from the ruling United Iraqi Alliance who was on the delegation, the Iranian officials totally refuted ‘training, financing and arming’ militant groups in Iraq. Consequently the Iraqi government announced that there is no hard evidence against Iran.”

So after months of the Bush and the neocons trying to provoke war – publicly accusing the Iranians of supplying weapons used to kill US soldiers, the Iraqi government has conducted an investigation and has completely contradicted the Bush regime’s claims and has cleared the Iranians of any wrong doing.

Notice that this revelation is getting virtually no press whatsoever aside from a few alternative news websites on the Internet. In fact, it would be no surprise if Bush or Cheney came out tomorrow and made a speech repeating all of the dishonest accusations they’ve made against Iran over the last six months.

The Bush regime has gone so far as to accuse the Iranian military’s “Quds” Force of being a terrorist organization. This is roughly the equivalent of Russia or France accusing the US Special Forces of being a “terrorist” organization. Has the Bush regime caught ANY Iranian soldiers engaged in terrorist activities anywhere? Of course not. But proof is unnecessary. Bush’s loyal groupies, a “whopping” 29 percent of the US population, who apparently get all their information from Fox News, don’t see what Bush is doing or don’t care if Bush expands the current Mid East war to include Iran.

The rest of us want Bush out of office and a majority of Americans said they’d like to see Bush impeached if we were lied into the Iraq War. The Republican Party is headed for a complete train wreck in 2008. There have been three Congressional elections recently, which were in strongly Republican districts, and all three elections have gone to the Democrats.

Ron Paul was 100 percent right when he said that the Iraq War will devastate the Republican Party in the 2008 elections. The GOP lost its majority in Congress in the 2006 elections. And we’re being told that John McCain won the GOP nomination even though he has made the insane proclamation that he wants to stay in Iraq for the next 100 years. Frankly, I would prefer to think that Diebold machines stole the primaries for McCain. Even if the American people fell for the anti-Ron Paul propaganda and media news black out, there were several candidates head and shoulders above McCain. Fred Thompson and Mitt Romney look like Ronald Reagan compared to the pro-Amnesty liberal, crazy John McCain.

The important thing to remember out of all this is that everything the Bush regime says about Iran is a LIE. We must stay vigilant against anything these neocon criminals do to start another war. Anything from a false flag attack to “more of the same” lies and propaganda about “Iranian weapons” will be dished up with the intention of providing an excuse for yet another illegal war of aggression in the Middle East.
Don’t upset our Illegal Friends

A press article reports “When members of an anti-illegal immigration group offered to sponsor litter cleanup on local roads, they never imagined California officials would offer them an Adopt-a-Highway stretch near a Border Patrol checkpoint on Interstate 5, the main artery carrying illegal migrants north from the U.S.-Mexico border… On Friday, lawyers for the San Diego Minutemen told a federal judge that the state had no right to rescind the offer after state legislators complained to the California Department of Transportation.”

The Minutemen got a stretch of highway near the border?! Who says bureaucrats have no sense of humor? And what might be the ethnicity of those “state legislators” who are objecting? How exactly did they become state legislators without any rudimentary understanding of the United States Constitution and its Bill of Rights?

The article notes “The group asked that its blue Adopt-a-Highway sign be put back where it stood without incident for about six weeks until the agency removed it in January. ‘We were moved to silence our message in response to pressure from the open border advocates and the Latino caucus,’ said Minutemen attorney Robert Fuselier. ‘It all comes down to one thing: We can’t have our speech because if we do, people who don’t like it might become unruly and unlawful.’ ”

Interesting. Looks like the frequent threats by blacks and Latinos to become violent if they are not given what they want could be moving closer and closer to the non-taboo, publicly discussable stage. Up until now threats of violence and criminal behavior by non-whites have been met by capitulation by governmental authorities. The threats by supporters of Barack Obama supporters to riot are still out there though.

Back to press article: “Attorneys for the state contend the sign was removed because of concerns that demonstrators or vandals could create safety hazards for the 160,000 drivers who pass the checkpoint daily and for Minutemen volunteers collecting litter by the roadside.”

“In other words, threatening violence and criminality works, and causes the government to change its policies and behavior –but only if you’re brown or black.”
Brian Holland, the nation's first Pro White candidate for President, announced a sweeping economic proposal today that would slash the United States' Federal Budget for 2009 by the staggering amount of $172,505,000,000.00. Holland, who is the only Presidential candidate endorsed by the National Socialist Movement, the nation's largest Pro White organization, has vowed that the nation's economy should be the focus when hunting for problems.

"It is clear to anyone who is capable of at least elementary school math", said Holland, "that our federal budget is a shambles. We have federal departments receiving tens of billions of dollars to do work that other departments are receiving money to do. It is estimated that by the end of 2009, the United States' deficit will be approximately four hundred billion, that's billion, dollars. This is at a time when foreclosures surged 112% in the first quarter of this year, in some places, California for instance, mortgage foreclosures are up over 300%. Yet, our federal government spends and spends. Four point eight billion dollars to finance foreign nations' militaries; one point five billion dollars paid to the United Nations for international peacekeeping; five hundred and thirty four million dollars to pay for people to convert their older televisions to digital televisions. I have worked with my advisors and my team, and have developed a federal budget that would easily shave nearly one hundred and seventy three billion dollars from the 2009 proposed federal budget. If I can do that sitting here, in my office, what is the excuse in Washington? The answer is simple, I have no one to answer to but you, while the traitors in Washington have to answer to the holders of the purse strings."

Brian Holland is the first mainstream Pro White candidate to appear on ballots across the nation. His campaign committee, American Patriots for Brian Holland, is working closely with the NSM and several other White Rights organizations worldwide to spread the word and educate the people. The Holland campaign is the only campaign that is laying out real solutions for real problems in the 2008 race.
Christian preachers face arrest in Birmingham U.K.

A police community support officer ordered two Christian preachers to stop handing out gospel leaflets in a predominantly Muslim area of Birmingham.

The evangelists say they were threatened with arrest for committing a "hate crime" and were told they risked being beaten up if they returned. The incident will fuel fears that "no-go areas" for Christians are emerging in British towns and cities, as the Rt Rev Michael Nazir-Ali, the Bishop of Rochester, claimed in The Sunday Telegraph this year.

Arthur Cunningham, 48, and Joseph Abraham, 65, both full-time evangelical ministers, have launched legal action against West Midlands Police, claiming the officer infringed their right to profess their religion. Mr Abraham said: "I couldn't believe this was happening in Britain. The Bishop of Rochester was criticised by the Church of England recently when he said there were no-go areas in Britain but he was right; there are certainly no-go areas for Christians who want to share the gospel." Last night, Christian campaigners described the officer's behaviour as "deeply alarming".

The preachers, both ministers in Birmingham, were handing out leaflets on Alum Rock Road in February when they started talking to four Asian youths. A police community support officer (PCSO) interrupted the conversation and began questioning the ministers about their beliefs.

They said when the officer realised they were American, although both have lived in Britain for many years, he launched a tirade against President Bush and the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Mr Cunningham said: "I told him that this had nothing to do with the gospel we were preaching but he became very aggressive. "He said we were in a Muslim area and were not allowed to spread our Christian message. He said we were committing a hate crime by telling the youths to leave Islam and said that he was going to take us to the police station." The preacher refused to give the PCSO his address because he felt the officer's manner was "threatening and intimidating". The ministers claim he also advised them not to return to the area. As he walked away, the PCSO said: "You have been warned. If you come back here and get beaten up, well you have been warned". West Midlands Police, who refused to apologise, said the incident had been "fully investigated" and the officer would be given training in understanding hate crime and communication.

The Irrefutable truth

June 2, 2008--James Watson has long assumed a certain special status among American scientists. The molecular biologist was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1962, along with Francis Crick and Maurice Wilkins, for, as the Swedish Academy put it in its announcement for the prize, "their discoveries concerning the molecular structure of nucleic acids and its significance for information transfer in living material." Watson and his British colleague Crick are remembered popularly for identifying the elegant and unexpected "double helix" three-dimensional structure of deoxyribonucleic acid, commonly known as DNA. Watson's important contribution to this uncanny discovery was to define how the four nucleotide bases that make up DNA—guanine (G), cytosine (C), adenine (A) and thymine (T)—combine in pairs to form its structure. Continued on next page
These base pairs turn out to be the key to both the structure of DNA and its various functions. In other words, Watson identified the language and the code by which we understand and talk about our genetic makeup.

I have been among those who have long held Watson in high regard for several reasons. First of all, the discovery of DNA's three-dimensional structure was counterintuitive; it was an ingenious act of deduction, using models made of cardboard and paste with an exacto knife and a straight edge. How Watson and Crick, working at the Cavendish Laboratory at the University of Cambridge, became the first scientists to identify this elusive structure is the stuff of drama, especially when we recall that Watson was just 25 years old when he and Crick published their findings in the journal Nature on April 25, 1953. Though Watson would tell during a recent interview that he had a rather low IQ, as proof that IQ tests aren't really that important, he enrolled at the University of Chicago when he was merely 15 and earned his B.S. in zoology there in 1947 at the age of 19 and a Ph.D. in zoology from Indiana University at age 22. He was 34 when he won the Nobel Prize. Not too shabby for a guy with a "low" IQ.

Watson's youth and a certain absent-minded professorial quirkiness made him an American hero, the symbol of American enterprise and intelligence. What's more, unlike Crick, or Einstein, say, Watson was an American born and bred: His discovery, coming at the height of the Cold War, would be hailed as attesting to American genius and the unrivaled potential of the free market system versus communism. The intrigue over allegations that Watson and Crick made unauthorized use of the seminal work on X-ray diffraction by Rosalind Franklin, a brilliant scientist who died before the Nobel Prize committee made its decision, only made Watson's story all the more titillating.

And Watson—never camera shy or publicity averse—contributed to the power of his own myth first by writing "Molecular Biology of the Gene," a 1965 textbook that, updated, remains enormously popular today, and, three years later, "The Double Helix," an account of the dramatic story of his discovery that also contained startling and scandalous revelations of petty tensions, jealousies and rivalries among scientists whom we all had assumed were motivated primarily by the pursuit of truth. Watson's book did nothing less than deconstruct the myth of the scientist as secular saint, laboring away in a laboratory for knowledge's sake at the service of mankind. (One scientist summed up Watson's view of the scientific profession as "with malice toward most and charity toward none.") But Watson's account also made his quest to determine the structure of DNA gripping and exciting, one of science's greatest and most compelling triumphs. Though he was a professor at Harvard University at the time—he taught there from 1956 to 1976—the Harvard University Press refused to publish the book because of its tell-all nature. A commercial press published it instead, it became a best-seller and Watson's celebrity only grew.

In 1989, such was the power and force of Watson's reputation and his place in the history of science that he was named the head of the Human Genome Project at the National Institutes of Health, a position he held until 1992, when he resigned because of what he said was his opposition to NIH's intention to patent gene sequences; others suggested his ownership of stock in biotechnology companies posed a possible conflict of interest. In 1994, Watson became president of the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory (he had been its director since 1968), a lavishly funded and idyllic center on Long Island for the advanced study of genomics and cancer that in 1998 created the Watson School of Biological Sciences. In 2004, he became Cold Spring's Chancellor.
What do they do when they don’t get their way?

What do liberals, leftists and Jews do when they lose on an issue? They go running to the courts as fast as their bandy little legs can carry them, to get a liberal judge to overturn whatever popular law, they don’t like. Now they’re using the courts to strike down attempts to enforce immigration law. The press reports that: “A Dallas suburb’s ban on apartment rentals to illegal immigrants, an ordinance passed by city leaders and later endorsed in a vote by its residents, is unconstitutional, a federal judge found Wednesday. Only the federal government can regulate immigration, U.S. District Judge Sam A. Lindsay concluded in his decision.”

This undermining of the law by the courts is un-Constitutional since the Tenth Amendment clearly states that all powers not specifically allocated to the Federal government are reserved to the states. And why have some states resorted to making local laws to prevent the hiring of illegal aliens or laws to prevent local landlords from renting apartments to illegals? Because the federal government and the President of the United States have refused to enforce immigration law. Our politicians simply leave the back door open for illegal aliens and drug smugglers, and they get paid off by the big businesses, who hire the illegals (and probably by the drug smugglers too).

The article notes “The Farmers Branch council passed the ordinance last year. It would have barred apartment rentals to illegal immigrants and required landlords to verify legal status. The rule would have exempted minors and senior citizens from having to prove their immigration status or citizenship… Residents heavily endorsed the rule a year ago in the nation’s first public vote on a local measure to combat illegal immigration… Bill Brewer, who represented apartment complex operators who opposed the rule, declared victory. ‘It’s a good day, not just for my clients,’ Brewer said. ‘It’s a good day for people who are thinking clearly about what is the proper role of municipal governments in the immigration debate.’”

Apparently greedy apartment landlords played a role in this battle. These greedy SOBs care only for the money that the illegals give them, mostly in the form of cash under the table, the way the illegals themselves are paid. I wonder how many of the landlords are failing to report their total cash income to the IRS. For that money, the capitalist apartment owners allow the illegals to turn their apartment complexes into dirty, overcrowded, unsanitary and dangerous barrios and gobble up what little affordable rental housing remains for working class white Americans. You’d think landlords would be wary of Latino renters, who often crowd ten to a room and often wear out the plumbing (not to mention driving out any normal White families, who have to live next to them). But I guess cash payments are all the landlords can think of, and they don’t even care if they destroy the neighborhoods they grew up in.
HELP BY A DONATION TO OUR CHILDRENS FUTURE

Belonging to the NSM we have the honor and duty of fighting for the freedom of our Aryan folk and like all fights, the costs can be high. We need your help. Take a look at what we have achieved in the past few years.

NSM RADIO

NSM Radio informs us of what is happening in our world and is dedicated to giving a world view on the lifestyle of our Aryan forefathers of which National Socialism is the update for our modern world bringing back the culture and philosophy of our way of life to all people of European decent in America, and worldwide.

“Nazi America” “Australia Calling” and more programs planned for the future. The videos showing the Movement at work on the streets of our great cities.

NSM Radio is doing so much, and can do so much more, and with your help will achieve it. Please help and give what you can to: http://donate.nsm88radio.com

NSM.ORG and SAXON.ORG

As the NSM grows we are seeing more and more activity throughout the country. Throughout the nation white folk are beginning to wake up to the truth about our so called government, the daily lies and deceit that is put out by our government controlled masters and their controlled media. We look around the world and see the National Socialist Phoenix rising out of the fires of degradation that has been heaped onto our Aryan race. We are being swamped by Mexicans, Asians and Africans who are dragging our cities down into the gutter.

The NSM is the largest National Socialist party in America and co-operates with other likeminded nationalist groups. Together we can win. Our time is now and tomorrow belongs to our children. Help the fight for Freedom and donate what you can afford. With your help we will win back our pride and heritage.

Donate now to: http://donate.nsm88.org

“If you are not part of the solution, you are part of the problem”

Commander Jeff Schoep

Remember! In November Vote for Holland.
TAXES, TAXES, TAXES

Tax his land,
Tax his bed,
Tax the table
At which he's fed.

Tax his tractor,
Tax his mule,
Teach him taxes
Are the rule.

Tax his cow,
Tax his goat,
Tax his pants,
Tax his coat.

Tax his ties,
Tax his shirt,
Tax his work,
Tax his dirt.

Tax his tobacco,
Tax his drink,
Tax him if he
Tries to think.

Tax his cigars,
Tax his beers,
If he cries, then
Tax his tears.

Tax his car,
Tax his gas,
Find other ways
To tax his ass.

Tax all he has
Then let him know
That you won't be done
Till he has no dough.

When he screams and hollers,
Then tax him some more,
Tax him till
He's good and sore.

Then tax his coffin,
Then tax his grave,
Tax the sod in
Which he's laid.

Put these words
upon his tomb,
'Taxes drove me to my
doom...'

When he's gone,
Do not relax,
Its time to apply
The inheritance tax.

Accounts Receivable Tax
Building Permit Tax
CDL license Tax
Cigarette Tax
Corporate Income Tax
Dog License Tax
Excise Taxes
Federal Income Tax
Federal Unemployment Tax (FUTA)
Fishing License Tax
Food License Tax
Fuel Permit Tax
Gasoline Tax (42 cents per gallon)
Gross Receipts Tax
Hunting License Tax
Inheritance Tax
Inventory Tax
IRS Interest Charges IRS Penalties (tax on top of tax)
Liquor Tax
Luxury Taxes
Marriage License Tax
Medicare Tax
Personal Property Tax
Property Tax
Real Estate Tax
Road Usage Tax
Recreational Vehicle Tax
Service Charge Tax
Social Security Tax
Sales Tax
School Tax
State Income Tax
State Unemployment Tax (SUTA)
Telephone Federal Excise Tax
Telephone Federal Universal Service Fee Tax
Telephone Federal, State and Local Surcharge Taxes
Telephone Minimum Usage Surcharge Tax
Telephone Recurring and Non-recurring Charges Tax
Telephone State and Local Tax
Telephone Usage Charge Tax
Utility Taxes
Vehicle License Registration Tax
Vehicle Sales Tax
Watercraft Registration Tax
Well Permit Tax
Workers Compensation Tax

STILL THINK THIS IS FUNNY?

Not one of these taxes existed 100 years ago,
and our nation was the most prosperous in the world.
We had absolutely no national debt, had the largest
middle class in the world, and Mom stayed home to
raise the kids.
What the hell happened? Can you spell 'politicians'!
And.... I still have to 'press 1'
for English.